
Tuesday 8th December 2020 
LO: To observe how places in the UK have changed over time. 

Thinking Cap:

Can you give the grid references for 
numbers 1-5? 

What do you find at…

(81,16)

(83,17)

Give the grid reference for…

Nature reserve
Church with a tower

Are there any missing? 
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What change have you experienced in your life? 
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Look at the following images of our school. 

What changes do you notice?

Look very closely, you will notice colour, structural and 
layout changes! 
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LO: To observe how places in the UK have changed over time. 

When changes occur to places, these can be caused 
through human or natural changes. 

The changes at Kings Avenue are human because we 
chose to change them e.g the colour the walls are painted. 

If something changes naturally this is usually due to 
environmental factors such as weather and natural 
disasters like earthquakes. 



LO: To observe how places in the UK have changed over time. 

TASK:

Today, you are going to look at images of places in the UK (some you may 
recognise!) and observe changes over time. 

Answer the following about each pair of images:  

What is the same/different?

Does this look like a natural or human change? 

What might it look like in 100 years from now?   



1) Kings Avenue School 

                 As Kings Acre School c. 1960                                As Kings Avenue School 2005



2) Lambeth Town Hall

        1908                                                       1910                                                     2020



3) Brixton Road 

                            1910                                                                                  2020



4) Clapham Common 

                           C 1907                                                                               2017



5) Somerset, South West England 

                           1917                                                                               2017



6) Bristol, South West England 

                           1890                                                                              2019



7) Worthing, West Sussex  

                           1914                                                                              2014



8) Manchester, North West England 

                           1900                                                                             2015



9) Edinburgh, Scotland

                           1860                                                                             2010



10) Some images had a C in front of 
them. Ask an adult or use the internet to 
research what the letter C before a date 

means. 

11) Can you use the internet to find  your 
own UK location that has changed? 


